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Essential Question: How did fighting in the Civil War spread to the western United States?

Main Idea 1:
Union strategy in the West centered on control of the Mississippi River.

- ___________ ___________ was _____________ of _____________ forces in _____________
  - Bold and _____________, he wanted to _____________.
- Western campaign ___________ on taking _____________ of _____________
  - Would cut _____________ part of _____________ off from _____________ sources in _____________
  - Union could use _____________ on _____________ to attack _____________ and _____________ networks.
- Grant’s Army of _____________ captured Confederate _____________ on _____________ and _____________ rivers in February 1862
- Both sides claimed _____________ in _____________ two-day _____________ in April 1862, but _____________ forces had driven _____________ back into _____________.

Control of the Mississippi River

- U.S. _____________ moved _____________ to meet _____________, who was moving down the _____________.
- First _____________ was port of _____________—largest _____________ city and _____________ to the _____________.
- Fleet under Admiral _____________ _____________ captured _____________ in April 1862.
- He then took _____________, _____________, Louisiana, and _____________, Mississippi.

Siege of Vicksburg

- _____________ ordered _____________ of strategic _____________, Mississippi, in May 1863
- Location on 200-foot-high _____________ above the _____________ made _____________ nearly _____________.
- _____________ decided to _____________ the _____________ into _____________;
  began _____________ _____________ in mid-May.
- Facing _____________, city _____________ on _____________.
- The siege of _____________ was _____________ because it gave the _____________ total _____________ of the _____________ _____________.
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Main Idea 2:
Confederate and Union troops struggled for dominance in the Far West.

- Union __________ attempts by __________ armies to __________ lands __________ of the Mississippi in __________ and __________ in 1861
- Confederates __________ to take __________ state of __________, losing __________ __________ in 1862
  - __________ Native Americans __________ the __________, hoping that they would give them greater __________.
- Pro-Confederate forces remained __________ in region throughout the __________, forcing __________ commanders to keep __________ in __________
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